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I am a member of the first Vietnamese generation that literally grew up with 
a TV set at home. My age group, the so-called ‘8x generation’ (thế hệ 8x), 
famed for its innovative spirit in Vietnam, was the first batch of post-war 
babies born in the 1980s, just in time for the rapid development of the 
television industry. In 1986, the newly bought JVC TV, a second-hand item 
sourced from Japan, was perhaps the most valuable appliance in our tiny 
apartment in Hanoi, a symbol of our improved lifestyle after a decade of 
food shortage and cultural isolation. We turned the television on any time 
we could (at night mainly and if there was electricity) because its visual 
appeal immediately added excitement to our formerly boring evening ritual.

For many years, around the dining table, my parents took every oppor-
tunity to relate to us stories of their past, many of which were inspired by 
the content on the small screen. One story led to another: Half-forgotten 
 memories re-elaborated, sorrowful tragedies brightened up by joyful  details, 
 bitter disappointment mixed with delightful nostalgia. With television as 
our backdrop, I learned about my parents and my grandparents’ survival 
journeys, blended with various collective milestones: The devastating fam-
ine in the mid-1940s, several wars, waves of political migration, and decades 
of destitution. I had never witnessed most of these events myself, but some-
how they still formed a part of my personal memory through my intimate 
connection with my parents. In this way, television stimulated dialogues 
that connected me with the older generations, guiding my appreciation of 
my family’s private biographies as already infused with the national history.

But the daily ritual of gathering in front of a TV set also exposed a mis-
match among our family members. My parents, who had been born in 
the 1940s, loved to repeat heart-rending memories of warfare and hunger, 
whereas I and my two older brothers often built our conversations on more 
entertaining and contemporary topics: A fancy cartoon in the late 1980s, 
a game show for youth in the 1990s, and the ongoing glamour and scandal 
from numerous celebrity-endorsed reality shows in the 2000s. Our dining ta-
ble hosted many avid debates between parents and children, with each side 
holding opposite views on what was considered proper and useful on tele-
vision. Stories on television also invited us to share our different opinions 
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Preface ix

on numerous topics, ranging from macro issues, such as communist politics 
and education policies, to banal matters, like food safety, cosmetic surgery, 
and celebrity gossip. For decades, television served as an important stimu-
lant for our conversations at home, setting the subject matter upon which we 
built our talks, whether in dissent or agreement.

When I started working as a media researcher at the Vietnam National 
University in 2005, I became increasingly curious about the work of 
television upon post-Reform ordinary living, particularly about the way 
television facilitated the relationship between personal and collective 
identification. I noticed that my parents’ generation had spent a major part 
of their lives under the direct influence of socialist nationalism, but they 
had never had a TV set in their early years. On the other hand, my peers 
and I had experienced television as our primary source of information and 
pleasure since our childhoods, but we had also witnessed the waning of 
socialist ideals with the pervasive pace of marketization and globalization. 
Television was indeed one of the key things that marked the difference 
between the pre- Reform and post-Reform eras.

In hindsight, I also realized that many of the debates I had with my 
parents around our dining table were intrinsically conditioned by our 
 differences in appropriating the national past and anticipating the 
 national future. For better or worse, I inherited my parents’ identification 
of being ‘Vietnamese’. The nation used to guide the way my parents spent 
their youth under socialist warfare, and the nation continued to be a  major 
topic in our post-Reform dialogues. But my way of relating to the nation 
diverged greatly from that of my parents. Whereas my father was obsessed 
with the loss of a socialist utopia (in an ambivalent mixture of regret and 
anger), I often found myself busy grasping new opportunities offered by the 
 Reform: Learning English, enjoying pop music, watching a Korean drama, 
or applying for an oversea scholarship. When extreme political turbulence 
was no longer the main feature of contemporary life in  Vietnam, my 
‘ Vietnameseness’ was accumulated more through cultural practices than 
through the political heroism that was my parents’ experience. I  suspected 
that the media, particularly television, should play a  significant role in 
reflecting and negotiating such difference between the two generations. 
I am urged to conduct research in response to my  curiosity about how 
television enabled the reimagination of the nation in the post-Reform era. 
Such inquiry should be fruitful because the  combination of television and 
the nation cut across post-Reform life in ways that could reveal important 
changes enabled by the entanglements of old values and new technologies 
in contemporary Vietnam.

When I started reading existing literature on Vietnamese media, I had 
a bizarre feeling of being alienated from my own experience as part of an 
ordinary media audience. I realized that local and daily interactions with the 
media were almost completely neglected. In both academic and journalistic 
discourses, stories about Vietnamese media were mainly  centred  on 
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the  criticism of ideological censorship under socialist and late-socialist 
politics. The role of the media in regulating banal living, like the way 
television stimulated daily discussions in our family, was reduced to an 
insignificant topic under the shadow of an authoritarian regime. Existing 
literature often depicted dire images of Vietnamese media practitioners 
struggling to maintain a balance between parroting the party state or 
being put in jail and viewers (if they were ever mentioned) being passive 
receivers of state- controlled propaganda. I found this perception to be 
rather simplistic, a kind of half-truth that refused to take into account how 
post-Reform media production and consumption had extended beyond the 
boundary of political instrumentalism. I realized that it would be vital to 
suspend stereotypical presumptions in order to investigate the complexity of 
the local media landscape in Vietnam. In saying this, I had no intention of 
erasing the question of top-down violence; rather, I wanted to problematize 
the concept of state power itself, which so far had been largely taken for 
granted in relation to Vietnamese media practices. I was curious about 
the way in which novel and banal media practices coexisted, unsettled, 
and negotiated with the legacy of socialist censorship. The results of such 
negotiation, I believed, would add much more interesting and unpredictable 
nuances to the oft-repeated story of top-down oppression.

My wish to tell local stories posed its own risk. Too much personal 
attachment to the local context might prevent me from maintaining a critical 
distance in relation to the research object. I constantly warned myself 
about the danger of overly celebrating grass-roots agency and bottom-up 
resistance. Such a move would only further essentialize the dichotomy 
between the oppressed and the oppressor, thus reinforcing the cliché about 
top-down instrumentalism that I wanted to resist. The deeper I went into my 
fieldwork, the better I saw how networks of power relations that regulated 
media practices in Vietnam not only took the two directions of ‘up’ or ‘down’. 
Power relations more often took a crooked and mercurial trajectory, and, in 
conjunction with other forces, led to a contingent and situated field of power 
with changing outcomes. New forces of marketization and globalization 
enabled unsettled effects that fluctuated between escaping old norms of 
socialist oppression and advancing new forms of capitalist subjugation. 
In the name of the nation, the boundary between the oppressed and the 
oppressor became highly undetectable. On the one hand, I was prompted by 
my local experience to trace the post-Reform dynamics of television as part 
of daily pleasure and to acknowledge the capacity of television to engender 
positive social and cultural changes. On the other hand, I was aware of the 
need to maintain critical room to reflect upon new forms of exploitation 
that were no longer centred on the old model of socialist politics. This book 
thus embraces my local experience as a keen viewer of Vietnamese television 
since 1986 and precisely thanks to my personal history that I am motivated 
to turn my everyday life into a site of critical investigation.
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A note on diacritics and names

Vietnamese words have vastly different meanings and sometimes are unpro-
nounceable without diacritical marks. I thus include the original diacritical 
marks when I refer to Vietnamese names and texts. There are some excep-
tions with popular terms widely known outside Vietnam, such as Vietnam, 
Ho Chi Minh, Viet Cong, Hanoi, Saigon, Hue, and Da Nang. These excep-
tions are for practical purposes to reduce confusion for readers who are 
unfamiliar with the Vietnamese language.

I refer to my Vietnamese interviewees and those appearing on  Vietnamese 
television by their first name instead of their surname because this is how 
we properly identify people in Vietnam. In television shows or  dramas, 
the surnames of participants and characters are normally unknown. Non- 
Vietnamese people are all referred to by their surnames, following the 
 Western norm. Names of television programmes are all translated into 
 English after the first reference to their original Vietnamese names.



In the Western world, television has long served as the key medium used to 
perpetuate the imagining of Vietnam as a war-torn nation under communist 
leadership. What America refers to as the ‘Vietnam War’ was the first ‘tel-
evized war’, haunting numerous living rooms in the West many years before 
and after the 1975 fall of Saigon. The effects of television were  combined 
and amplified by a large number of Hollywood films on the topic. The con-
sequence, as Lawrence (2004, p. 919) stresses, is that the word ‘Vietnam’ is 
‘usually affixed to pejorative words like “war”, “debacle” or “syndrome”’. 
In the international world, television has propagated an understanding of 
Vietnam as little more than the twin spectres of warfare and communist 
dictatorship.

In 1995, 20 years after the end of the Second Indochina War,  Warren 
Christopher (1995), the former US Secretary of State, ushered in the 
 re- establishment of United States–Vietnam diplomatic relations by an-
nouncing that ‘we look on Vietnam as a country, not a war’. After this debut, 
the redefinition of ‘Vietnam as a country, not a war’ became a well-known 
 saying in international discourse to introduce the new face of Vietnam. This 
pronouncement is mostly made by and for non-Vietnamese, typically war 
 veterans, diplomats, and tourists. Emphasizing that Vietnam is ‘a country, 
not a war’ may be a way for speakers to reflect their struggle to leave behind 
the abject image of Vietnam and to hint at the prospect of reconciliation and 
prosperity under a civil future. The irony is that the declamatory redefini-
tion of a nation as being ‘not a war’ only reconfirms what the speaker seeks 
to forget. Even in its absence, warfare continues to serve as a defining factor 
in Western perceptions of Vietnam.

In contrast to the international imagining of Vietnam, the declaration of 
‘a country, not a war’ is redundant in Vietnam, particularly among ordinary 
Vietnamese. For these people, the everyday presence of peace is already an 
obvious celebration of the absence of war. When there is no constant threat 
of gunfire or political turbulence, banal living begins to emerge as an exten-
sive and uncertain space for national formation. This new realm of ordinary 
living complicates existing political definitions of Vietnam, demanding a 
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re-examination of the concept of Vietnam as something that might be much 
more curious and exciting than merely being ‘not a war’.

This book responds to such a demand by relocating the concept of 
 Vietnam in the space of everyday practice shaped by the post-Reform con-
text of marketization and globalization. The entry point of this inquiry is 
television, established in Vietnam as a genuinely mass medium only in the 
early 1990s. Interestingly, while television in the West (predominantly in 
the United States) affixed notions of warfare and political violence to the 
imagining of Vietnam, television in mainland Vietnam only proliferated 
with the restoration of peace and market liberation. Before 1986,  television 
was mainly restricted to news and current affairs, with extremely limited 
broadcast hours. After 1986, television rapidly permeated Vietnamese 
homes, with a high level of popularity coinciding with greater availability, 
 increasingly diverse content, and escalating hours of transmission. Popular 
genres such as drama, the game show, the talk show, and the reality show 
soon became the most important and well-received component of televised 
content. The extensive development of popular television is indeed one of 
the most  distinctive cultural achievements of the post-Reform era. Just as 
1970s Western television was a place to understand the notion of Vietnam as 
a Cold War battlefield, Vietnamese television after the 1990s is an ideal site 
to explore the idea of Vietnam in the new era of peace and global integration.

Everyday nationhood: Beyond the politicized image of Vietnam

In 1882, Renan (1990, p. 19) posed the question ‘What is a nation?’,  answering 
that a nation is less a predestined entity and more a ‘spiritual principle’ 
based on collective memory and amnesia. As Renan (1990, p. 20) asserts, 
nations ‘are not something eternal’ because ‘they had a beginning and they 
will end’. In stressing that a nation is historically formed by collective labour 
instead of being a primordial and transcendent reality, Renan’s classic essay 
sets the fundamental framework for the study of nation and nationalism.

A century after Renan’s first inquiry, there was a renewal of interest in 
the question of nationhood, with the burgeoning of critical works on the 
topic. In the 1980s and 1990s, the scholarship on nationalism saw  multiple 
debates over the defining features of ‘a nation’, questioning whether a na-
tion is premodern or modern, objective or subjective, political or cultural, 
radical or banal, secular or spiritual. As more researchers engaged in these 
debates, it became evident that these binary structures served more as 
analytical frameworks, based on idealized contradictions, than as actual 
 oppositions. While the nation is fundamentally a modern phenomenon 
(Gellner 1983; Hobsbawm 1992b; Anderson 2006), its historical formation 
always involved the recombination of premodern forms of ethnicity (Smith 
1986; Guibernau Montserrat & Hutchinson 2004; Hutchinson 2004). The 
nation appears as an objective fact to the citizenry, something as natural 
as ‘having a nose and two ears’ (Gellner 1983, p. 6), but such a naturalized 
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truth is always the work of imagination and invention (Hobsbawm 1992a; 
Anderson 2006).  Nationalism can be understood as ‘primarily a political 
principle’ (Gellner 1983, p. 1), mainly referring to ‘political movements 
seeking or exercising state power’ (Breuilly 1993, p. 2), but the nation only 
achieves political  control over its subjects once it is banally embedded in 
everyday practice  (Billig 1995). In Europe, the nation first became possible 
due to the  secularizing imagination of ‘empty, homogenous time’  (Anderson 
2006,  p.  26); however, for many colonial subjects, the nation is always 
 spiritually possessed (Chatterjee 1993). The nation, to borrow the words of 
Nairn (1975), is ‘a modern Janus’ that employs multiple faces and is inher-
ently self-contradictory in its modes of existence.

These debates significantly inform the study of Vietnamese nationalism, 
particularly on the questions of modernity and politics. Vu (2007) traces 
the scholarship from the 1960s onwards, demonstrating how nation and 
nationalism have been the primary topic in the field of Vietnamese stud-
ies. In many early studies, particularly those appearing at the peak of the 
Second Indochina War, scholars on Vietnamese nationalism were radically 
engaged in political matters and failed to adopt a suitable academic dis-
tance. As Vu (2007) emphasizes, it was only at the end of the Cold War that 
studies of Vietnamese nationalism reached their scholarly maturity under 
the  influence of recent theories on nationalism, particularly the work of 
 Benedict Anderson.

The main achievement of post-Cold War scholarship on Vietnamese na-
tionalism is that many authors have conducted empirical studies to expose 
the multiple and conflicting processes of national formation in the distinc-
tive context of Vietnam. Zinoman (2001a) examines the role of colonial 
prisons and communist prisoners in enabling spatial and ideological imag-
ination of the modern Vietnamese nation in the era of French settlement. 
Goscha (1995) explores networks of transport, newspapers, and schools to 
argue that the development of Vietnamese nationalism was a byproduct of 
multiple failed projects aimed at controlling the whole of Indochina, not 
only Vietnam. Kelley (2005) goes back to feudal times from the sixteenth 
to the nineteenth centuries to challenge the belief that modern Vietnam is 
based on any inherently ‘national’ tradition. While feudal dynasties were 
conscious of territorial borders with China, these dynasties mainly identi-
fied themselves as belonging to Chinese culture rather than embracing their 
own cultural identity. Pelley (2002) shifts the focus to the 1960s, when the 
new socialist regime rewrote nationalist history. Multiple nationalist myths, 
particularly those of shared ancient origin and repetitive peasant resistances 
against foreign enemies, as Pelley argues (2002, pp. 140–57), were wilfully 
fabricated by the party state from a wide range of historical sources to legiti-
mate their communist leadership in the name of the nation. Ninh (2002) also 
attends to the cultural dynamics of Vietnamese nationalism, examining the 
uneasy struggles of Vietnamese intellectuals from 1945 to 1965 in seeking to 
balance their nationalist aspirations with the socialist ideology imposed by 
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the party state. As Vu (2007, p. 211) concludes, these recent studies avoid 
essentialist assumptions about the birth and development of Vietnamese 
nationalism, demonstrating ‘the nation as a social construct and cultural 
artifact’ while modifying existing theories of nationalism by adapting them 
to the particular case of Vietnam.

Recent studies of Vietnamese nationalism establish the historical back-
ground for this book, particularly in identifying the deep-seated  nationalist 
legacies upon which the post-Reform nationalist discourse is built. But this 
book also responds to a problem of existing scholarship on Vietnamese 
nationalism, that is, the overt attention paid to the political nature of the 
 nation. This politicizing tendency typically focusses on the role of communist 
 revolutionaries, the impact of other political actors in the colonial  period, and 
the centralized power of the party state in the postcolonial era. Such a heavy 
focus on politics is legitimate, particularly as there has been considerable polit-
ical violence in the name of Vietnam and as one-party rule  persists.  However, 
the overemphasis on political struggles, especially on state power, led to the 
neglect of the cultural and ordinary dimensions of national formation, which 
always exists alongside the political sphere and has a potent role in sustaining 
and transforming the individual and collective senses of nationhood.

This politicizing tendency leads to a theoretical impasse in the study of 
national formation in contemporary Vietnam, now that political power has 
become much less concentrated than it was before. The party state no longer 
works as the only locus of power and increasingly operates through het-
erogeneous and contingent assemblages of discourses, technologies, social 
practices, administrative logics, and political procedures, which are neither 
inherently unified nor always powerful. This theoretical impasse is evident 
in the lack of interest in the problem of cultural nationhood in post-Reform 
Vietnam, although there are a wide range of works published about the birth 
and historical vicissitudes of Vietnamese nationalism. The sole focus on the 
party state’s power normally fails to reveal any major new findings, merely 
reinforcing views that the party state persistently maintains the intention 
of controlling the production of national myths. For example, Gillen (2011) 
argues that there has been no significant change in the state’s cultural  policy 
after the reform. Salomon and Vu (2007) also confirm the party state’s ide-
ological inertia when stressing that history lessons in Vietnamese schools 
still preserve all the main features of the socialist nationalism. These stud-
ies reveal the conservatism of the state system in the post-Reform era. In 
my view, though, such conservatism not only indicates the persistence of 
socialist politics but, more importantly, highlights the practical weakness 
of the party state in seeking to expand its governing capacity over the vast 
changes occurring in all aspects of post-Reform life. The failure of the party 
state to transform its mode of cultural governance does not indicate that 
changes are not happening elsewhere, outside the elite zone of state politics. 
The sphere of cultural and social transformation beyond direct control from 
above is precisely the space for the national formation targeted in this book.
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It is perhaps important to ask whether nationalism, state-centric or not, is 
still a useful concept in understanding Vietnamese society, present or past. 
Some scholars say ‘no’. McHale (2008), in a vivid study of the colonial  archives 
in Vietnam, suggests that too much focus on nationalism fails to explain how 
ordinary Vietnamese people experienced daily life during colonial times. 
McHale (2008) demonstrates that, in the early twentieth century, ordinary 
Vietnamese people were engaged with penny literature and popular  religious 
activities rather than burdening themselves with communist ideology or na-
tionalist revolution, as is often suggested by studies of Vietnamese colonial 
politics. Taylor (2001) also challenges the homogenous, linear, and top-down 
perspective of the modern Vietnamese nation. As Taylor (2001, p. 22) argues, 
writing about multiple realities of modernity in Vietnam, ‘the ontological 
category of time is not the preserve of the social scientist, nor the national 
leader, but is constantly up for grabs in the negotiation of existence’. In the 
Southern land in the early 1990s, as Taylor observed, life was bursting be-
yond the restricted zone of socialist culture. Local people found their own 
ways to enjoy daily pleasure, in mundane activities such as singing sentimen-
tal songs in an impromptu karaoke competition or watching smuggled tapes 
of Western and diasporic music (2001, p. 24). Taylor thus proposes that we 
focus on the richness and ambivalence of local and regional life instead of 
relying on static narratives about the Vietnamese nation. In so doing, Taylor 
investigates contesting ideas of the modern Vietnam without having to think 
through the concepts of ‘nation’ or ‘nationalism’ at all.

Still, McHale (2008) suggests walking away from the concept of the nation 
only because, in arguing that modernity in Vietnam should not be equated 
with nationalist communism, he also assumes that nationalism equates with 
radicalism and revolution. McHale’s assumption is evident in the statement 
that ‘[W]hen one examines what Vietnamese published and read between 
1920–1945, it becomes clear that Vietnamese thought about far more than 
revolution and the nation. Morality tracts and lowbrow fiction circulated 
far more than revolutionary writings’ (2008, p. 7). Here, ‘nation’ is naturally 
paired with ‘revolution’ and consequently is seen as inherently contradic-
tory to banal interests, such as those of ‘moral tracts and lowbrow fiction’. 
The mutually exclusive pairing of nationalism and ordinariness suspends 
the analysis of how the ‘nation’ might also be immersed in penny literature 
and mass religion. In moving beyond the politicized nation, McHale risks 
rejecting the nation as a whole.

I am much inspired by the approach of McHale and Taylor, especially 
their focus on ordinary people and the complexity of everyday politics. 
But I suggest moving beyond the politicized nation without abandoning 
the question of nationhood, thus avoiding the risk of throwing the baby 
out with the bathwater. I assert that the concept of ‘nation’ is still useful 
in understanding contemporary ways of living in Vietnam, providing that 
the concept is no longer limited to the political and radical features that 
have become clichés about Vietnamese nationalism. This is necessarily 
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a methodological suggestion, seeking to widen the scope of national for-
mation so that it can tolerate a more diverse set of practices than merely 
that of political antagonism. Neither detouring from the much-discussed 
concept of Vietnamese nationalism nor taking it for granted, this book 
seeks to unpack the persistent influence of nationalism in post-Reform 
Vietnam by investigating the contingency and necessity that make such 
persistence possible.

Consider, for example, the recent rise of popular nationalist sentiments, 
centred on the dispute over the Spratly and Paracel Islands, which reminds 
us that nationalism stays solid in post-Reform times. Many patriotic activ-
ities regarding the Vietnamese territorial claim over these islands are now 
happening outside, if not explicitly against, the direct manipulation of the 
party state. Such a fact contradicts the lasting assumption that Vietnam-
ese nationalism is heavily manipulated by top-down politics. Nationalist 
practices in Vietnam also exceeded the binary frame of state/anti-state 
politics. In many cases, being nationalist has very little connection with 
the sphere of political struggles. In 2013, a ten-minute YouTube clip made 
in a flashy graphic style by a young student in Ho Chi Minh City attracted 
200,000 hits in just three days by proudly and ‘coolly’ presenting a nation-
alist history of Vietnam, arousing patriotic excitement among teenagers 
who had been born long after the war (Minh 2013; Phong 2013). Abundant 
nationalist appeals are now found in tabloid media, on topics with few 
obvious political connections, such as beauty contests, celebrity fashion, 
online gaming, and even the glamorous franchised television programme 
Vietnam Idol (for example Hạ 2014; Lan 2014; Phạm 2014; Quốc 2014). 
Decades after the wars, Vietnamese people, young and old, continue to 
hold on to the idea of the nation as a meaningful form of collective mem-
bership that allows them to navigate between the burden of the past and 
the promise of the future.

These scattered ‘outbreaks’ of nationalism do not emerge from a vacuum. 
As Billig (1995, p. 46) argues, nationalism is not something waiting to be 
awakened or that simply ‘comes and goes’. National reproduction is always 
latent in the unnoticed way of everyday living from which outbursts emerge. 
Billig introduces the influential term ‘banal nationalism’, emphasizing the 
ordinariness of nation-making. Hobsbawm (1992b, p. 11) also stresses that 
national formation is always rooted in everydayness; he asserts that ‘official 
ideologies of states and movements are not guides to what it is in the minds 
of even the most loyal citizens or supporters’. Billig and Hobsbawm’s frame-
works of banal nationalism or everyday nationhood reveal the complexity of 
national identification in both radical practices and the virtually unnoticea-
ble continuity of ordinary living, emphasizing how the pedestrian quality of 
everyday life is indispensable for a few moments of radical eruption. A focus 
on banality thus implies no opposition between the radical and the diurnal 
dimensions of nationhood, and instead confirms the inherent connections 
between its extraordinary and ordinary features.
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Television and the nation: Questioning the prohibition model

Ordinary nationhood is where television enters this inquiry. I examine 
post-Reform television as an important site of everyday politics, where 
the idea of nationhood is banally perpetuated, mutated, and reinforced. 
 Regarding post-Reform television, once again I need to defend my curios-
ity against the politicizing approach that has long occupied debates about 
 Vietnamese media, something similar to the problem of Vietnamese nation-
alism studies. This politicizing approach focusses mainly on the question of 
state power and censorship, and largely ignores how the media, particularly 
television, in Vietnam have thoroughly pervaded ordinary ways of living 
outside the political sphere. For years, the World Press Freedom Index has 
ranked  Vietnam among the ‘least free’ countries for media (Reporter With-
out Borders 2016). In this ranking system, press freedom in Vietnam causes 
persistent alarm as Vietnamese leaders are described as continuing to 
‘tighten their grip on news and information and adapt their methods of rad-
ical censorship to the digital era’ (Reporter Without Borders 2014, para. 26). 
International reports on the arrests of anti-state journalists, bloggers, and 
protestors further reinforce the grim vision of media freedom in Vietnam. 
A sole focus on political censorship gives the impression that media prac-
tices in Vietnam are all about the antagonism between the party state and 
dissidents, hinting that, despite a long period of market reform, the media 
system remains structurally unchanged from the pre-Reform model of so-
cialist propaganda.

In academic discourse, studies of recent developments in Vietnamese me-
dia are surprisingly rare. Among the few available studies, the media are 
also defined mainly in terms of their relationship with the party state. Heng 
(1999), for example, describes Vietnamese media as being ‘of the state, for the 
state, yet against the state’. McKinley (2007, p. 26) also poses the question, 
‘Can a state-owned media effectively monitor corruption?’ answering that 
Vietnamese media are ‘becoming increasingly assertive’ while still navigat-
ing within ‘boundaries set and monitored by the state’. Cain (2014)  examines 
the media as selecting between the options of being ‘for’ or ‘against’ the 
party state, stressing how fluctuations between the state’s ambition to re-
duce corruption and the need to maintain political prestige have led to un-
certainties in the censorship system, permitting a half-free, half-repressive 
model of media governance in the post-Reform era. Hayton (2010, p. 166) 
asserts that Vietnamese journalists already had ‘a sniff of freedom’, mean-
ing that they have been perceptive enough to absorb the more advanced 
standards of the liberal-democratic West, but the question of whether such 
‘sniffing’ could turn into systemic practices of political reform remained 
unclear. The common finding among recent studies is that the Vietnamese 
media strive to escape top-down limitations and that they have partly suc-
ceeded in doing so. Nevertheless, they have consistently failed to achieve 
‘full’ freedom because the party state can impose strict censorship at any 
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time if a political threat from public critique is sensed. The quest for media 
freedom in Vietnam is thus always a half-success, depending on the political 
mood of the soft-authoritarian regime.

While I do not refute the conclusions of these discourses, I question their 
reductionist assumptions about the effects of Vietnamese media (and the 
hidden assumption of the readily available ‘media freedom’ in the West, 
a model that Vietnamese media need to follow but never quite get close 
to). Both journalistic and academic discourses are based on what Kuhn 
(1988, p. 2) terms ‘the prohibition model’, in which power of the media is 
 understood as concentrated in the hands of certain actors/institutions and 
is restricted to the juridical act of selective approval, exclusion, and punish-
ment. This approach consequently treats media practices as mainly defined 
by relationships with legal organizations whose laws are followed, resisted, 
or (ambivalently) both followed and resisted. The key research question is 
who possesses power rather than how the actors involved, including both 
the state and the media, are themselves the effects instead of the source of 
power. As a result, studies of media practices are mainly about the binary 
story of either obedience or rebellion. In the words of Kuhn (1988, p. 4) 
when exploring the practice of cinema censorship in Britain, the prohibition 
model ‘allows only one story, and not necessarily the most interesting or 
important one, to be told’.

In challenging the prohibition model, I by no means reject the manipu-
lative intention embedded in laws and policing systems imposed by state 
institutions in Vietnam. I argue alternatively that such juridical practices in-
dicate only one among many forms of media management and thus  cannot 
represent the complex, uncertain, and changing effects of post-Reform 
 media. The prohibitive assumption of state power leads easily to the neglect 
of the way in which media practices have long extended beyond the zone of 
state-centric politics and how involved actors are emerging with the unfold-
ing of power relations rather existing prior to power. Many media practices 
after the reform, typically those on popular entertainment and mundane in-
terests, might be too pedestrian to be included in the arena occupied by state 
institutions and activist dissidents, but such media practices offer insights 
into wider and deeper effects on the way ordinary Vietnamese people govern 
and make sense of their own lives. These practices are certainly constrained 
within the boundaries set by the policing system, but the restriction based 
on political taboos leaves a significant space for the emergence of new dis-
courses that appear politically unthreatening to state power.  Assumptions 
about restricted freedom thus cannot be applied equally to different types 
of media practice in Vietnam.

In a recent study of the style of state governance in Vietnam, MacLean 
(2013) convincingly demonstrates that the Vietnamese state has never 
reached the status of a centralized system and has never been able to control 
the actual effects of its own policies, even in the socialist era defined by po-
litical oppression and economic centralization. MacLean (2013) argues that 
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the failure to achieve full dictatorship is unintended and is the result of the 
state lacking the human, financial, and technological resources to ensure 
that centralized plans can reach the grass-roots citizenry. A combination 
of monopolistic intention and deficient implementation thus leads to a state 
that ‘could be “strong” and “weak” in the very same geographic spaces at 
the very same time’ (MacLean 2013, p. 9). So, the Vietnamese state can be 
selectively repressive regarding its political sovereignty and some economic 
privileges, but, at the same time, multiple levels of state governance can 
 depend on the ‘profoundly disorganized assemblage of conflicting policies, 
contradictory plans, and competing projects’ (MacLean 2013, p. 207). There 
is consequently ‘a significant degree of flexibility’ tolerated by state power, 
allowing social, economic, and cultural practices to flourish outside the di-
rect control of centralized regulation (MacLean 2013, p. 208). MacLean’s 
research confirms the possibility of a space of negotiation where Vietnamese 
media can operate on their own terms and achieve their own strategic goals. 
Building on MacLean’s research, my study attends specifically to the ways 
in which media organizations make use of the space of ‘flexibility’ beyond 
the direct intervention of the party state, which grows much larger after 
the reform. In doing so, I complicate the possibilities of media power in 
post-Reform Vietnam beyond the binary options of obedience and rebellion 
without rejecting the existing reality of juridical restriction.

I propose, following Foucault, that we leave behind the prohibition model 
to attend to the productive nature of power. I explore the media’s internal 
logic of power performance, that is, the ways in which Vietnamese television 
produces what Foucault (2003f, p. 138) terms ‘the possible field of action of 
others’ whereby people are invited to organize and make sense of their in-
dividual and collective living by referring to the common idea of a national 
community. Seen as a programme of cultural government, national formation 
works less through direct acts of domination, exclusion, or punishment than 
through an indirect mechanism that shapes human conduct from afar on the 
basis of subject formation. Nationalist practices thus  operate productively 
instead of repressively: They produce meanings, truths, and subjectivities.

In relation to television, a nationalist practice is always situated within 
specific networks of texts, contexts, and actors. As such, nationalism can 
be weak or strong and can include ruptures and continuities, structures and 
chaos, macros and micros, differences and similarities. That is, at the un-
folding relationship with television, national formation is the work of both 
normativity and creativity, aiming at the production of homogeneity in a 
manner that is inherently heterogeneous, fragmented, and unpredictable. 
The key question addressed in this study is thus not whether the party state 
or television possesses more power in the bargaining between structural 
censorship and media freedom but how television enables plural networks, 
both statist and non-statist, of media genres, techniques, producers, and 
viewers in ways that actualize different forms of national membership. Put 
otherwise, this book does not simply assume the inevitability of nationalism 
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but investigates the historical emergence of novel conditions upon which 
the idea of shared nationhood becomes sayable, thinkable, and governable 
at particular conjunctures of television, marketization, and globalization.

The case studies: Text and context

I approach the question of television and nationhood in a thematic way, 
focussing on three case studies of various television programmes, each of 
which demonstrates a specific blending of television and national imagi-
nation in post-Reform Vietnam. These case studies are set against a histor-
ical analysis of the birth and development of television in Vietnam since its 
inception in the late 1960s, with a focus on the post-Reform burgeoning of 
popular genres and programmes. In so doing, I have no ambition to provide 
a comprehensive account of the interplay between television and the nation. 
Rather, through detailed and intensive analysis, I investigate remarkable 
instances of everyday nationhood mediated by television. Through the case 
studies, I acknowledge that the idea of the ‘nation’ is neither fixed nor ho-
mogenous but always changing due to the contingent and plural enfoldment 
of texts and contexts. But I also use the case studies to diagnose some of the 
key trajectories of national formation in post-Reform Vietnam. My selec-
tion of the case studies thus negotiates between difference and coherence.

The chosen programmes include two dramas, Hanoian (‘Người Hà Nội’) 
and The City Stories (‘Chuyện Phố Phường’); the talk show Contempo-
raries (‘Người Đương Thời’); and the reality show As if We Never Parted 
(‘Như Chưa Hề Có Cuộc Chia Ly’), all of which are produced by Vietnam 
 Television (VTV), the national network. This selection inevitably reflects 
my personal experience of being an urban viewer in Hanoi. The experience 
dates back to 1986, when my family was the first in our neighbourhood to 
own a colour TV set, which was the result of my father’s increased income 
after a brief time working in Africa. Being a media researcher, however, I 
have three further justifications for my case study selection.

First, the case studies reflect the development of a broad variety of televi-
sion genres in the post-Reform period, beginning with the triumphant  arrival 
of television dramas, then talk shows, and finally the now all-pervasive re-
ality shows. Each selected television programme marks a specific milestone 
in the development of national television in Vietnam: Hanoian was one of 
the first television dramas to be made in Vietnam by Vietnamese producers; 
Contemporaries is among the longest-running talk shows, lasting for over 11 
years, with more than 400 interviewees; and As if We Never Parted is a rare 
domestic reality show that continues to attract public attention and resists 
competition from imported reality formats. These programmes demon-
strate the progression of Vietnamese television from a monotonous means 
of political propaganda centred on news and current affairs into a complex, 
audience-oriented mechanism with diverse channels and programmes, and 
a strong emphasis on popular content.
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Second, driven by a curiosity about everyday nationhood, I focus on tel-
evision shows with popular themes or/and ordinary participants. I exclude 
news and current affairs whose content is still heavily manipulated by macro 
politics. News programmes on VTV usually dedicate the first and largest 
part of their airing time to advocate state agendas under tight political cen-
sorship, thus having little space for creativity. On the contrary, the realm of 
popular programmes enjoys much more ‘freedom’ than news. In the 1990s, 
entertainment shows started arriving in Vietnam and soon outweighed news 
in quantity and popularity. Aiming at pleasing the audiences instead of the 
party state, popular programmes quickly became the most watched tele-
vision content and a daily source of pleasure for ordinary people. In their 
early years, popular programmes were made fully by in-house producers. 
Today an increasing number of popular shows are outsourced to private 
companies under the regulation of the market without much manipulation 
from above (Hồng 2015; Lê 2015). The rapid expansion of popular television 
in Vietnam coincides with the rise of entertainment genres and the decline 
of news and current affairs at the global scale (Hargreaves & Thomas 2002; 
Bonner 2003; Turner 2005; Thussu 2007).

The flourishing of popular television in Vietnamese, however, is gener-
ally neglected in discussions of Vietnamese media due to an overt concern 
about political censorship and dissent. In choosing popular programmes 
over news and current affairs, I emphasize the fact that the most fascinating 
transformations of post-Reform television are happening outside or at least 
not squarely located within the domain of macro politics. In deliberately 
concentrating on popular programmes introduced after the reform, I tar-
get the most dynamic but also the most under-studied sector of Vietnamese 
television, where the complexity of nation-making can be revealed beyond 
lasting political clichés.

Third, among a large pool of non-news programmes in Vietnam after 
1986, I narrow my investigation to prominent programmes written and pro-
duced domestically. In so doing, I exclude imported programmes (which 
often achieve the highest ratings, as in the cases of many franchised reality 
shows) to focus on domestic cultural production. The soap operas Hanoian 
and The City Stories, the talk show Contemporaries, and the reality show 
As if We Never Parted all use local stories to achieve popularity and suc-
cess. My selection thus prioritizes the role of local agents in adopting new 
media genres to tell their own stories on their own terms. In choosing what 
I describe as the in-between programmes, that is, programmes that are nei-
ther extremely propagandist nor purely commercial, I aim to unpack the 
remaking of nationhood that flows between the control of the state, market 
impulses, and local experiences of producers and viewers.

My choice of the programmes has its limit: I mainly deal with pro-
grammes produced and broadcast by the national network, that is, VTV. 
Although considered ‘national’, VTV is heavily associated with Northern 
production teams and claims more popularity in the Northern and Central 
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parts of Vietnam. In the South, the television industry inherited a rich leg-
acy from the previous American broadcasting system and thus maintains a 
very strong provincial network that outweighs the popularity of VTV. Still, 
after the Reform, Southern television has more or less followed the same 
trajectory as the national network, growing from a rare cultural activity in 
the 1980s into an inherent part of the everyday fabric in the 1990s and 2000s, 
with a strong focus on popular content. So, while I acknowledge my neglect 
of regional variations, my study of the national network can serve as a use-
ful reference for readers who seek to understand the general development 
of contemporary Vietnamese television. My geographical limit, I hope, is 
not necessarily a limitation as it allows me to take advantage of my long 
engagement with television in the North. The partial nature of this research 
invites further studies of the complex media landscape of Vietnam, which so 
far receives little academic attention.

Setting the scene of the Vietnamese television industry

An overview of the television landscape in Vietnam is necessary to set the 
background for this book, particularly at a time when there is a complete 
absence of literature on the Vietnamese television industry. This rather 
sketchy report attends mainly to administrative issues, censorship proce-
dures, and commercial settings. More analysis on the historical vicissitudes 
of Vietnamese television is provided in Chapters 1 and 3, with a focus on 
genres and content.

In Vietnam, all broadcasting entities are state institutions by law, mean-
ing that there is strictly no private ownership of television. After the merger 
of the Northern and Southern media systems in 1975, the broadcasting ser-
vices were vertically structured into national and provincial networks. The 
national system, VTV, operates as a ministerial-level agency and currently 
runs nine free-to-air channels, including one for an international audience 
and one for ethnic minorities. All provinces have their own television net-
works under the monitor of the provincial government, resulting in 64 local 
stations across the country. There are also newly registered  broadcasters that 
do not belong to the traditional vertical structure. VTC (Vietnam Television 
Corporation), for example, was the first television network belonging to a 
state-owned enterprise; it was licenced in 2004 and aimed primarily at profit 
making. At a time when analogue television was still a norm, the  digital 
terrestrial service provided by VTC quickly achieved financial success by 
selling digital receivers with accompanied copyrighted sports programmes 
and entertainment shows. In the 2010s, when the television industry suf-
fered from harsher competition with more pay service options, VTC lost its 
momentum and was transformed into a network  under the management of 
Voice of Vietnam (VOV), the national radio system. Newly licenced televi-
sion networks, particularly paid content providers, have significantly com-
plicated the television landscape in Vietnam, creating an intense sense of 
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rivalry and attracting more business-minded players into the broadcasting 
game. Overall, Vietnamese television has tremendously transformed within 
a few decades. In 1990, Vietnam had only one national channel, some pro-
vincial networks in major cities, and no pay television. In 2017, there were 
104 free-to-air channels at the national, regional, and provincial levels; 91 
channels produced exclusively for pay services; and 55 licenced interna-
tional channels (Hiền 2017).

The broadcasting system is governed by two main regulatory bodies: The 
Department of Radio, Television, and Electronic Information (Cục Phát 
Thanh, Truyền Hình và Thông Tin Điện Tử), and the Central Propaganda 
and Education Commission (Ban Tuyên Giáo Trung Ương). The Department 
of Radio, Television, and Electronic Information was newly formed in 2008 
as an executive unit under the Ministry of Information and Communication, 
mainly regulating the legal, technical, and economic aspects of the broad-
casting and digital industries. One of this institution’s key responsibilities 
is licencing new broadcasters, television channels, online games, and digi-
tal content services. The Department of Radio, Television, and  Electronic 
Information also sets general requirements for production, oversees com-
mercial services, monitors infrastructure investment, and performs punitive 
measures against common violation of media law. The establishment of the 
Department of Radio, Television, and Electronic Information in 2008 was 
the state’s response to the rocket expansion of the television industry, the 
burgeoning of online games, and the arrival of new digital platforms, such 
as YouTube and Facebook in the 2000s. Before 2008, all Vietnamese media, 
including prints, television, radio, and the Internet, were monitored by the 
Department of the Press (Cục Báo Chí), a long-established unit traditionally 
supervising only print media.

Whereas the Department of Radio, Television, and Electronic  Information 
focusses more on technical matters, the Central Propaganda and Education 
Commission deals exclusively with ideological gatekeeping. Operating di-
rectly under the Communist Party, the Central Propaganda and Education 
Commission is the top media censor in Vietnam, working hard to ensure 
that, despite extensive changes in media technology and economy, media 
practitioners remain loyal to the party’s propagandist agenda. Although cen-
sorship, by nature, operates in secrecy, there is at least one publicly known 
censoring mechanism in Vietnam: The weekly and compulsory meetings in 
Hanoi between the Central Propaganda and Education Commission and 
leaders/representatives of all media institutions. At the local level, similar 
meetings are organized by provincial Propaganda and Education Commis-
sions to monitor local media. In the Hanoi-based meetings, media leaders 
are provided with a review of the previous week and are informed about 
what should and should not be published in the coming week. For sensitive 
or controversial topics, there will be specific guidance on what angles and 
narratives to focus on. Understandably, television is the most easily cen-
sored medium because it operates through centralized management with 
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multiple content filters. So, whereas some Vietnamese newspapers occa-
sionally take the risk of punishment to reach beyond the censorship limits 
imposed from above, Vietnamese television is significantly controlled, with 
almost no space for a critical voice. Television producers are not only con-
trolled by layers of gatekeepers before the final airing of their programmes, 
but they also master the art of self-censorship. The result is that all political 
programmes, such as news, current affairs, and documentaries, are strictly 
aligned with the top-down agenda. Television coverage of controversial 
 issues, if any, mainly aims at stabilizing rather than stirring social debates.

Strict political control, however, does not prevent television producers 
from making all kinds of entertainment shows without much restraint. 
In other words, a defining characteristic of contemporary Vietnamese 
 television is the raw combination of political surveillance and entertain-
ment liberty. To be able to exist at all, television must adequately perform 
the political duties required from above, but the state no longer provides 
regular funding in return. As the television industry develops, the com-
mercialization of entertainment emerges as a convenient solution for both 
sides. Producers have the freedom to expand their team and cover the pro-
duction cost themselves by selling popular content to advertisers or out-
sourcing  entertainment shows to private production companies, while 
the state is increasingly excused from the heavy burden of subsidizing the 
broadcasting system without sacrificing its political grip. Since 2005, VTV 
has become fully independent in financial terms, and television stations in 
many  cities have significantly funded themselves since more or less the same 
time. Vietnamese television thus flexibly blends state-owned elements with 
 commercial ones, manifesting the most intense form of late-socialist media 
management: Heavy censorship combined with blatant marketization. This 
model is similar to China’s but differs significantly from the public services 
in other countries, such as the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), the 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), and the Canada Broadcast-
ing Corporation (CBC), where broadcasters strive to promote public values 
rather than the state-imposed agenda while still significantly relying on tax-
payers for funding.

Commercial sponsorship is highly common on both national and pro-
vincial networks, which is most easily detected by popping logos on the 
backdrops of almost all popular shows and sometimes even in news pro-
grammes. Securing a commercial sponsor is one of the key criteria to 
grant permission for a new show, and rewriting the content to fit the taste 
of the sponsor is also highly common. Consider, for example, the case of 
Oppo, a Chinese smartphone brand that recently obtained a great expan-
sion in Vietnam. For several years since 2015, the green logo of Oppo has 
pervaded many top-rated game shows, comedy shows, and reality shows 
on the national airwave, where participating celebrities are unsurprisingly 
the brand’s commercial ambassadors. In 2017, Lê Bình, a senior reporter 
at VTV specializing in financial news, also stirred heated debates in the 
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journalist community by publicly declaring in an interview that she signed 
three ‘consultancy contracts’ with three different commercial banks, from 
which she received monthly payments not only for herself but also for her 
whole team at VTV (Hiếu & Phạm 2017). While the nature of this ‘consul-
tancy’ service was never disclosed, it is now a public secret that the media in 
Vietnam rely on their relationship with businesspeople for financial incen-
tives, either through direct sponsorship or through more concealed forms of 
public relations.

Advertisement is another key source of funding for free-to-air televi-
sion, and rating has consequently become the most important criteria to 
determine the success of a television show. Rating data is made available to 
production teams on a daily basis, silently and unsparingly pushing televi-
sion workers into a never-ending race to attract more viewers. In 2016, the 
 Department of Radio, Television, and Electronic Information created its 
own audience measurement team to collect and sell rating data to broad-
casters, meaning that the state is now directly competing with Kantar TNS, 
the international market research company that has long monopolized the 
audience measurement service in Vietnam.

Pay television service was first launched in 1995 but only flourished in the 
late 2000s, thanks to better living standards and an extensive investment in 
the cable and Internet infrastructure. Since around 2010, the pay television 
industry has been growing at a rocket speed, sometimes at the rate of 100 
per cent more subscribers a year (M. Q. 2015). With the market getting more 
competitive, the pay television industry witnesses constant rise and fall of 
new and old investors. In 2017, there were about 13 million subscribers to 
pay television, meaning that half of the total 26 million Vietnamese families 
now have access to pay service at home (Hiền 2017). The pay television mar-
ket is mainly occupied by cable service, but Internet Protocol TV is now the 
latest trend, with major telecommunication companies recently joining the 
market (Đình 2017).

At a highly affordable fee of about six to ten dollars a month, a family 
can enjoy about 200 domestic and international channels on premium ca-
ble services, among which there are 91 domestic channels made exclusively 
for pay services, primarily dedicated to dramas, sports programmes, life-
style, comedies, and game shows. There are also 55 international channels 
licenced for pay television, including many global news channels, such as 
BBC World News, CNN International, Bloomberg, and NHK World, and 
popular entertainment channels, such as MTV, HBO, Star World, Cinemax, 
Fox Sports, and Cartoon Network. In terms of censorship, all providers 
must take full responsibility in gatekeeping their content. In the case of the 
pay service provided by VTV, for instance, ‘sensitive channels’, such as BBC 
World News and CNN International, are subject to ten to thirty minutes 
delay for political screening. All news and features related to Vietnam are 
checked beforehand to ensure no politically unwanted messages are seen on 
pay television. But it seems that after the end of the ‘Vietnam War’, stories 
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related to Vietnam rarely entered the agenda of BBC or CNN, so the two 
channels are watched with extremely rare interruption. A major censored 
content in 2016 was the coverage of Fidel Castro’s death. To prevent po-
tential harm to socialist prestige, most reports and documentaries about 
the Cuban revolutionary leader on BBC and CNN were omitted, leaving 
the screen blank with a simple message: ‘The program is disrupted due to 
inappropriate content’. The all-exciting reports of the 2016 presidential race 
to the White House that happened at the same time as Castro’s death, in-
terestingly, were broadcast fully without any interference. Entertainment 
channels on pay television are also subject to cultural censorship, and most 
popular programmes are shown with Vietnamese subtitles. This means that 
Vietnamese viewers were enjoying Games of Thrones more or less at the same 
time as American viewers but certainly with much less sex and nudity. The 
coming and going of international channels on pay television in Vietnam is 
most of the time a problem of financial or copyright negotiation rather than 
a matter of political restriction.

In 2009, the state officially gave the green light for television stations to 
collaborate with private partners in their production activities (Bộ Thông 
Tin và Truyền Thông 2009). This legal move allows the state to better 
regulate an already common practice in the television industry, in which 
an increased number of entertainment programmes were outsourced to 
external media companies. These collaborative practices are informally 
referred to as the ‘socialization’ (xã hội hóa) of television production, a 
euphemism for ‘privatisation’. Whereas in-house producers are subject 
to multiple levels of bureaucratic management, private  companies enjoy 
far greater flexibility in arranging their financial and human resources. 
These companies also own franchise licences of major global formats 
that most television stations cannot afford to hold. The result is that 
 private  ownership of television is strictly banned in Vietnam, but pri-
vate  production of television content has become a norm. A large part 
of  popular  content shown by VTV3, the top entertainment channel in 
 Vietnam, is now  produced by private companies, particularly the prime-
time shows. In these collaborative activities, VTV3 mainly provides the 
airwave and plays the gatekeeping role, and in return it gets a negotiated 
share of the advertising revenue. The in-house team still produces their 
own edutainment and lifestyle shows, often with much less popularity, to 
fill up their round-the-clock airing time.

The state, predictably, refuses to loosen its political control regarding the 
privatization of television production. While allowing entertainment con-
tent to be produced by external companies, the state forbade the outsourc-
ing of news and current affairs (Tuân 2016). This restriction nevertheless 
further promotes a television landscape with a little constraint for enter-
tainment programmes and plenty of strict boundaries for news and current 
affairs. In ensuring that the whole population gets access to official news, 
the state also requires all national and provincial stations to rebroadcast the 
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7 pm newscast produced by VTV1, the top political channel. This evening 
newscast consequently maintains a stable rating, being the only news pro-
gramme that can compete with celebrity-endorsed shows.

In terms of consumption pattern, television is still a top medium for news and 
entertainment in Vietnam, with more than 90 per cent of households having at 
least one TV set at home (Tổng Cục Thống Kê 2012).  Viewers in the North gen-
erally enjoy the national channels of VTV, whereas Southerners mainly watch 
local programmes, with most popular content produced by Vĩnh Long and Ho 
Chi Minh City provincial stations. Game shows, comedies, and dramas main-
tain the highest ratings across all major cities (Vietnam Tam 2018).

Being one of the countries with the fastest Internet growth in the world, 
Vietnam is now joining the global trend of post-broadcasting viewing prac-
tices. Whereas in the 1990s and 2000s, television was extremely  welcomed, 
nowadays more people are watching videos online (Nielsen Company 2016). 
While data on the Vietnamese television industry is relatively  limited, one 
can still detect that television has surely passed its heyday. More  programmes 
were produced, but the total advertisement revenue has  experienced a 
marked decline in the last few years (Tiến 2017). More options were availa-
ble for pay television, with more subscribers each year, but pay service pro-
viders did not necessarily earn more (Hữu 2018). The market is thus  getting 
more saturated, while viewers continue to walk away from traditional tel-
evision (Nguyên 2015). In sharp contrast to the stable growth and social 
respect for television in the 1990s, Vietnamese television, as in anywhere 
else in the world, is now struggling to cope with a more uncertain future. 
Television thus remains an important mass medium in Vietnam,  albeit with 
much-destabilized production and consumption patterns.

Organization

In Chapter 1, I review the birth and early years of television in Vietnam. I 
then focus specifically on the advent of television dramas in the 1990s and its 
associated cultural effects. I argue that television drama, being the first pop-
ular genre of the reform era, marked the rapid penetration of television into 
an extensive zone of ordinary living, transforming television from a rare cul-
tural activity into an essential part of everyday practice. Television dramas 
allowed viewers to enjoy the new condition of post-Reform ‘normalcy’ that 
had gradually replaced their previous experiences of warfare and poverty. 
In doing so, the genre of television drama significantly extended the  sayable 
realm of television into the quotidian concerns of domestic life, leaving 
behind the previous discourses of socialist heroism that systematically 
 excluded the topic of domesticity. As the fabric of everyday life, television 
dramas engaged viewers in a pleasurable deviation from the party state’s 
ongoing cultural orthodoxy. Such a tactical practice of freedom led viewers 
to a new space where private spheres of everyday existence were exposed to 
the possibilities of reprogramming.
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Based on the context of television dramas, Chapter 2 offers an analysis 
of the relationship between television dramas and nationalist memories, as 
seen in the two early Vietnamese dramas Hanoian (1996) and The City  Stories 
(2002). In this chapter, I consider how post-Reform television  dramas enable 
different ways of remembering the national past, leading to a pluralizing 
of senses of national belonging, each established in a distinctive setting of 
collective memory. Hanoian presents a memory dispositif that nostalgically 
recalls what is presented as a simple but righteous life during socialist war-
time to express moral dissatisfaction about the corrupting power of money 
in contemporary situations. In contrast, The City Stories skips any recall 
of the socialist past to seek a ‘better yesterday’ that can ethically engage 
viewers with the present of marketization and globalization, with which 
the socialist past embedded in Hanoian is no longer compatible. The new 
past celebrated by The City Stories is located within the sphere of national 
‘traditions’, based on an exotic combination of feudal and  colonial values. 
 Although adopting divergent paths, both dramas use ordinary family con-
flicts to connect personal memories with national histories in  performing 
plural modes of cultural government in the present.

Chapter 3 provides a historical account of the emergence and  development 
of what Frances Bonner terms ‘ordinary television’. In Vietnam, genres of 
‘ordinary television’, typically, the game show, the quiz show, the talk show, 
and the reality show, gradually outweighed television dramas in terms of 
popularity, becoming the key television products from the 2000s onwards. 
The proliferation of ordinary television intensified the work of cultural 
government when new television genres reached widely and deeply into 
many aspects of daily living that had previously been untouched by tele-
vision dramas and current affairs. Through a dialogue between existing 
scholarship on Vietnamese media and the theoretical accounts of ordinary 
television, I argue that the development of ordinary genres in Vietnam gen-
erated new spaces for subject formation based on the practice of personal 
choice, which was significantly different from previous socialist practices 
that sought to suppress individual freedom. Put otherwise, new ordinary 
genres promoted the language of governmental ethics, that is, the active 
care of the self, in contrast to the moralist language of socialism, which 
eliminated the possibility of auto-control. Ordinary television operated as 
a site of tension  between participatory and commercial impulses, reflecting 
how the neo liberal promotion of self-empowerment gradually pervades the 
popular  discourse, existing alongside, if not overshadowing, the pedagogic 
discourse of political loyalty. Chapter 3 sets the context for the next two 
chapters, which focus on two specific instances of how different ordinary 
programmes altered the process of national formation, following the new 
logics of marketization and globalization.

In Chapter 4, I explore the content and production of Contemporaries, 
one of the most famous talk shows on the Vietnamese small screen. 
 Contemporaries showcased an extensive variety of successful personalities, 
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with 400 interviewees appearing to share their journeys to success. Mainly 
focussing on stories of businesspeople, who accounted for about one-third 
of the total number of guests, I identify the ways in which Contemporaries 
directly connected the personal with the national by promoting individualist 
contributions instead of political duty. Such connection  reflects the way 
Contemporaries enabled a new form of nationalist attachment in Vietnam, 
one that followed the logics of private entrepreneurship. This new form of 
nationalist bonding, while departing from the  socialist discourse of national 
collectivism, deflected the potential for political  tension and social inequality 
under capitalist transformation and further naturalized the concept of the 
nation in the name of personal values.

Chapter 5 incorporates Foucault’s concept of biopower with recent theo-
ries of affect to analyze the neoliberal conjuncture of the text, the body, and 
the politics of national reconciliation in post-Reform Vietnam. The case-
study programme is As if We Never Parted, a well-known domestic reality 
show that reunites missing people. The majority of the missing people in 
the programme are victims of previous national tragedies, including multi-
ple wars, various waves of forced migration, and prolonged poverty. In this 
case study, I demonstrate how the reality genre allows As if We Never Parted 
to work as a technology of affect, turning traumatic texts into a means to 
intervene in the visceral aspect of self-formation. The televised trauma in 
As if We Never Parted becomes the point where the body and the nation 
are intimately enfolded in two contrasting ways. On the one hand, the rev-
elation of silenced pain indicates an implicit resistance to the Vietnamese 
party state’s prolonged repression of past tragedies. On the other hand, the 
focus on traumatic feelings actually reduces collective violence to a matter 
of private victimhood. As if We Never Parted enables a soothing of the latent 
wounds of the country, but this is only achieved at the scale of intimate con-
solation, leaving intact the continuity (if not the expansion) of political and 
social injustice under post-Reform capitalist privatization.

The Conclusion summarizes the key arguments of this book, focussing 
on the similarities and differences between the case studies. I review the way 
the idea of the nation is increasingly embedded in ordinary living. Thanks 
to the work of television, national formation becomes more deeply entwined 
with the individualized sphere of homemaking and is increasingly associ-
ated with intimate stories of self-formation. I then highlight the resistance 
and complicity between sovereign and governmental power, emphasizing 
how these two modalities of power are actually more compatible than an-
tithetical in the context of post-Reform marketization. This book thus con-
firms the pertinence of nationalism in Vietnam, while it reveals how such 
pertinence inherits as much as deviates from previous norms of warfare 
patriotism.
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